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ASPE Evolution!

To evolve takes a foundation of great effort, adequate resources, good decision-making, and an excellent team. ASPE evolution is growth, progression, and involvement. It is learning from our experienced members and solidifying young and old. Good decision-making allows ASPE to grow. Great efforts by our Staff, Board, Chapter leaders, and members also allow ASPE to grow. Having adequate resources allows ASPE to grow, as does having an excellent team.

ASPE is a team: ASPE Staff, Board, and members help the Society succeed. Every step of the way, we act in the best interests of ASPE members.

For example, an amazing effort has come to fruition: ASPE Connect, an online portal for interactive communities for our members. I have already seen hundreds of posts and a variety of information provided—information that is tools in the hands of members. All of ASPE's Staff worked with the consultants on programming and development. Some key people were Billy Smith, FASPE, Gretchen Pienta, Pam Rosenberg, CAE, Stacey A. Kidd, Rich Albrecht, Brian Henry, and Nadine Saucedo. ASPE Connect will be a multi-phase release, and ultimately, our committees and Chapters will have their own portals for communication. This is ASPE evolution—evolution for the member. Information for members is an immense value.

One of our great successes is certification. Certification and credentialing are key components in our growth. Don Strickland, CPD, GPD, FASPE, Credentialing Committee Chair, works in unison with ASPE’s Director of Education & Certification Pam Rosenberg. The tests are developed by a team of individuals, our ASPE members. ASPE is on a path to certify the most members in CPD history, and the opportunity to have a credential signifies that you are a qualified plumbing engineer. This growth is a huge step in our evolution.

We also have great successes in legislative. Brianne Hall, PE, CPD, LEED AP BD+C, GGP, ASPE’s Vice President, Legislative, in conjunction with the Legislative Committee and ASPE’s Senior Director of Technical & Regulatory Affairs, Ramiro Mata, is providing code involvement at the highest level. I hope you saw our response to proposed code changes in Illinois, and you will continue to see communication to the members on code involvement. ASPE continues to influence the plumbing codes, and we now have more tools to communicate.

Our Region Directors have had great success in working with Chapter leaders to provide monthly calls for interactive communication. Chapter leaders like Connecticut Chapter President Nicole Parker, CPD, have worked with Region 1 Director Paul Silvestre, FASPE, to provide a level of excellence to our members. Region 5, led by Region 5 Director Bryan Hutton, CPD, has had wildly successful product shows, study teams, and new Chapter growth. Success is working with our members. Successful teams build ASPE.

Education is on fire. Due to the overwhelming response of volunteers for the Education Committee, the committee was broken down into four sub-committees: Conference Sessions, General, Outreach, and Read, Learn, Earn. Each sub-committee has held their respective kickoff call and has determined future plans and scheduled ongoing calls.

Chris Phillips, CPD, GPD, Education Committee Chair, and Blair Minyard, PE, CDT, CPD, ASPE’s Vice President, Education, are each responsible and the main point person for two sub-committees, working with Pam Rosenberg as the Staff liaison. I recommend reading your quarterly Board reports to find out what our Education Committee is doing. A short update is reviewing the 76 submissions for Tech Symposium sessions, finalizing the selections for the Alfred Steele Scholarship, working on youth outreach efforts, and developing workshops and webinars.

continued...
I have mentioned that working as a team brings success, and ASPE has an excellent team. The Staff is amazing, and your Board has very dedicated members who cherish this organization. Region 2 Director Keith Bush, CPD, GPD, CSI, and Treasurer Jim Zebrowski, PE, CPD, FASPE, bring focus and perspective. Region 4 Director Scott Steindler, CPD, LEED AP, ARCSA AP (IS), GPD, GGP, AYP Liaison Christoph Lohr, PE, CPD, LEED AP BD+C, ASSE 6020, and Bryan Hutton bring a global perspective. Region 3 Director Steve Mastley, CPD, FASPE, and Vice President, Affiliate Tom Sharp bring solid decision-making. Paul Silvestre brings history and positive reinforcement. Vice President, Membership Vinny Falkowski, PE, PMP, CCM, brings the cold, hard truth. I already have listed above the hard work put forth by Blair Minyard, Don Strickland, and Brianne Hall—what each of them brings is passion and a solid foundation for ASPE to thrive. The good decisions made in the past and currently allow ASPE to provide more for our members. ASPE grows, strengthens, and communicates more efficiently. ASPE evolves for the member. ASPE is you, every one of you. ASPE is focused on resources for your career, whether you are an engineer/designer, an owner, a code official, an inspector, or a manufacturer rep. We are focused on improving public health and plumbing science. Let's do this together.

When specifying plastic in commercial water piping systems, what factors need to be considered to ensure that the plastic performs successfully?
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Design Considerations for Polymers in Commercial Water Applications
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Go to aspe.org/YouthMaterials to download our new materials for hands-on demonstrations and learning!
ASPE Launches an Exciting New Member Benefit

We are pleased to announce the launch of ASPE Connect, an online platform where members can chat, engage, and learn with fellow professionals. In this online community, you will be able to network, share insights and experiences, and gain knowledge through interactive discussions—all from your computer or mobile device. Access to ASPE Connect is the newest benefit of your ASPE membership—you are automatically enrolled just for being a member! If you haven’t checked it out yet, get started at connect.aspe.org.

Updated Siphonic Roof Drainage Standard Is Now Available

The 2018 version of ASPE/ANSI 45: Siphonic Roof Drainage was recently approved as an American National Standard by ANSI. ASPE/ANSI 45-2018 establishes the minimum performance specifications for siphonic roof drainage systems and is intended to provide designers, installers, and code officials with a standard of practice for the proper application of siphonic roof drainage. It is available for purchase at ASPE’s online store.

More Sponsors Join the 2019 ASPE Tech Symposium

Please help us thank all of the current sponsors who also will be exhibiting at the exclusive Tech Symposium Product Show on October 24 at the Wyndham Grand Pittsburgh Downtown.

» Platinum: Copper Development Association, Zurn

» Gold: Permadrain LLC, Oatey, IPEX, Charlotte Pipe, Rheem, ICC, NIBCO

» Silver: IAPMO, Corzan Piping Systems, NSF International, McWane Plumbing Group, Navien, ThermOmegaTech, MiFab, Eaton, GF Piping Systems, Mueller Streamline, QuantumFlo

» Bronze: AK Industries, Airvac, Kemper Water Control Systems, Watts Water, Taco Comfort Solutions, LiquiTech, Highland Tank

Check Out the May Book of the Month

From May 1–31, 2019, ASPE members can purchase the PDF version of Engineered Plumbing Design II for 35% off the regular member price. Just enter coupon code TULIPS when you check out. (Discount is only available for ASPE members and PDFs. If purchasing multiple items, the discount will be applied only to the assigned publication. Coupon code can only be used once.)
New ASPE Members

Alabama Chapter
Chris Inglis

Baltimore Chapter
Gregory Bates
Stephen Michael Kidwell

Boston Chapter
Michael William Stevenson

Central Florida Chapter
Anthony Vincent Bowers
George Howard Stewart, PE

Central Illinois Chapter
Kolton S. O’Day

Central Indiana Chapter
Jonathan Gulley
Matthew Robert Hartenstein, PE
Nathan Andrew Wolfe
Evan Patrick Wright

Central New York Chapter
Mike Esposito

Central Ohio Chapter
Ron Huelisman

Central Texas Chapter
Tyler Johnson
Jay Ravi Mehta
Thomas Benjamin Miller

Chicago Chapter
Dilma Richardson
Jeffrey Ryan Soukup
James P. Usalis

Cleveland Chapter
Sean Michael Bradford
Anthony Michael Holley
Michael Edward Singer

Dallas/Ft. Worth Chapter
Gerald Lee Johnson

Denver Chapter
Zachary Raymond Hammel
John Edward Holman

Eastern Michigan Chapter
Matthew Nicholas Candela

Greenville Chapter
Adam Birchenough

Houston Chapter
Jaemin Huh, PE
Ashley Brooke Moon
Trey Raymond Shank
Krista M. Villanueva

Kansas City Chapter
Zachary Gordon Chrisman
Brian Jon Rogers

New ASPE Members

Minneapolis Chapter
John Paul Fonder
Tyler M. Stewart, PE
Chris Taber

Nashville Chapter
Brian Hyuell

New York City Chapter
Michael John Koutoulis

North Florida Chapter
Adam David Cioffi
Benjamin Adam Wilder, EIT

Oklahoma Chapter
Jim Bergstrom
John B. Murphy
Robert Wayne Schatz, PE

Omaha Chapter
Brian Jon Rogers
Spencer Todd Wilson

Orange County Chapter
Linda M. Duenay
Scott M. Ebel
Lady Danielle Patrocinio Garabedian
Eric James Manzano
Gaurav Vasudev Patil
Ryan Suh

Overseas Chapter
Mostafa Wahied Ghanem
Carey Roy Stephenson

Philadelphia Chapter
Stephen Patrick Hoffman

Phoenix Chapter
Joyee Joan Chin
Justin Gregory Curry
Linda M. Duenay

Pittsburgh Chapter
Michael Andrew Lewis
Denny Edward Sergeon

Rochester Chapter
Philip John Murphy
Michael Ziller

San Francisco Chapter
Alexander Maximillion Alaskin-Anguiano
Mark Antonio Del Rosario, PE

Seattle Chapter
William Russell Davies, PE

Southwestern Chapter
Raymond Planas

Southern Nevada Chapter
Zackariah S. Cook
Kevin Edward Hansman, PE
Ashley Marie Michael

St. Louis Chapter
Dickson L. Dunsworth
Brian Jon Rogers

Toronto Chapter
Steve Clayman

Wisconsin Chapter
David James Silvani
Adam Wedekind
Michael James Wozniak

2020 Emerging Water Technology Symposium
Issues Call for Abstracts

ASPE is pleased to once again be co-convening this biennial event with the Alliance for Water Efficiency (AWE), International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials (IAPMO), and Plumbing Manufacturers International (PMI), in cooperation with the World Plumbing Council (WPC). The EWTS provides a forum for industry experts to learn about emerging technologies and best practices to mitigate threats to water safety. You can learn more about the event and the call for abstracts at ewts.org.

New Read, Learn, Earn Incentive for ASPE Members Is Announced

Every month, ASPE members are now eligible to win a $25 coupon toward an ASPE bookstore purchase by completing the current Read, Learn, Earn quiz (aspe.org/readlearnearn). Just take the quiz, and you are automatically entered. Drawings will happen at the beginning of each month for quizzes completed in the previous month. More details are provided at aspe.org/RLEpromotion.
HOW CAN YOU CONNECT?

connect.aspe.org